MORE ABOUT MYSELF:
BIO:
Music performance is my passion. Over the past
twenty years, I have been fortunate enough to have
studied with some of the finest musicians &
educators. Through music, I have traveled the
globe, made many wonderful friends (including
meeting my wife!), and learned the insurmountable
value of perseverance.
My mission is to share this experience with my
students and community, inspiring a universal love
of Music through performance and scholarship.
I’m currently teaching tuba and euphonium in the
Northern Austin area, and working on several
performance/arranging/recording projects in my
spare time.

EDUCATION:
Doctor of Musical Arts in Tuba Performance:

Texas Tech University, 2019

Master of Music in Tuba Performance:

University of North Texas, 2016

Bachelor of Music Education:

Western Kentucky University, 2014

CURRENT TEACHING POSITIONS:
Lake Travis High School
Lake Travis Middle School
Hudson Bend Middle School
Bee Cave Middle School
Canyon Ridge Middle School
Four Points Middle School

–
–
–
–
–
–

Tuba Clinician
Tuba Clinician
Tuba Clinician
Tuba Clinician
Tuba Clinician
Tuba Clinician

PAST TEACHING POSITION:
Wayland Baptist University
Lubbock Christian University
Lubbock Cooper ISD
Muhlenberg County ISD
Glasgow ISD

Professor of Low Brass
Professor of Low Brass
Tuba Clinician
Tuba/Euph Clinician
Tuba Clinician

(2017-2019)
(2017-2019)
(2017-2019)
(2011-2015)
(2013-2014)

Find out more about the studio by visiting: https://www.martoranolowbrassstudio.com/

MARTORANO’S
LOW
BRASS
STUDIO
Fall 2022 – Spring 2023
MUSIC LESSONS FOR
TUBA & EUPHONIUM
Dr. Guytano Martorano III
Guytano.Martorano@Yahoo.com – (270) 935-9960

ABOUT THE STUDIO:

Lessons are individualized to each student, developing
both fundamental aspects of music performance and
comprehension. My goal is for each student to reach the highest
level of musicianship; fostering their creativity, curiosity, and
discipline. In participating in music lessons, you will not only
become a better musician, but a better, well-rounded person.

LESSON PRICES AND OPTIONS:
My main focus is student learning. As such, lessons are as
accessible in price as you will find anywhere. My goal is that every
student who wishes to study with me will have that opportunity.

Regular Weekly Lessons (In-Person)
ABOUT LESSONS:
What are music lessons?
Music lessons are a one-on-one learning environment that typically
meet once a week. Lessons give students a structured environment;
establishing good practice habits while exploring new and exciting
literature. It is more important now than ever, especially for beginners,
to continue their education beyond the classroom.

What is covered in a music lesson?
Lessons are centered around the complete development of the
student. A typical lessons range in topic from performance practices, to
music history/theory, to setting up healthy practice habits. We will
discuss setting and maintaining personal goals and adapt our lessons as
each individual progress.

How do I sign up for Lessons?
To sign up, send an email to Guytano.Martorano@Yahoo.com with
following information:
• Student name & grade and Parent(s) name, email, & phone.
• Preferred lesson type (see “Lesson Prices and Options”).
Lessons are first-come first-serve, so the quicker you sign up, the
more likely you are to get your preferred times.

•
•
•
•

20 min sessions ($16.00 per session) *during school
30 min sessions ($22.00 per session)
45 min sessions. ($36.00 per session)
1-hour sessions ($48.00 per session)

Regular Weekly Lessons (Online)**
•
•
•
•

20 min sessions ($13.34 per session) *during school
30 min sessions ($20.00 per session)
45 min sessions. ($30.00 per session)
1-hour sessions ($40.00 per session)

Single lesson:
•
•

Single lesson, ½-hour session
Single lesson, 1-hour session

($30.00 per session)
($60.00 per session)

* Lessons during class will take up half of the class period. Prices and lesson
durations will be adjusted accordingly.
**Only available if in-person lessons are not possible.

Are there different types of music lessons?
Yes! Lessons can take place both in-person (preferred) or online (ifneed-be) and range in frequent from once a week, to a single booking.
I am experienced in teaching all ages, from beginning middle-schoolers,
to collegiate musicians, to retired individuals. Let me know how I can
help!

Contact Information:
Email:
Phone:

Guytano.Martorano@Yahoo.com
(270) 935-9960

Find out more about the studio by visiting: https://www.martoranolowbrassstudio.com/

